DATES TO REMEMBER

CASUAL CLOTHES 28th MAY
TIME & TALENT AUCTION
Friday, 19th June
CROSS COUNTRY
Friday, 26th June

TERM DATES 2015

TERM 2 April 21st - July 3rd
TERM 3 July 21st - Sept 25th
TERM 4 Oct 13th - Dec 16th

VERSE OF THE WEEK

But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. Peacemakers who sow in peace reap a harvest of righteousness.

James 3:17-18

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO...

Rebecca Lavers - TODAY!!
Hugh Clark - 23rd
Blake Barton - 24th
Sarah Marks - 27th

PRAYER CORNER

~Pray for continued stores of energy, enthusiasm, cheerfulness and perseverance for students and teachers as we head into week 6!!
~Praise God for His goodness and faithfulness to us!
~Pray for health during this flu season!

FAMILY PRAYER LIST

~Radford
~Richardson
~Roberts
~Rogers
~Roles

PROBABILITIES OR CERTAINTIES

The science of probability attempts to determine the chance that a given event will occur. The value and accuracy of the science of probability has been well established beyond doubt.

A science professor at a university in USA has calculated the probability of one man fulfilling the major prophecies made concerning Jesus. The estimates were worked out by twelve different classes representing some 600 university students.

The students carefully weighed all the factors, discussed each prophecy at length, and examined the various circumstances. They made their estimates conservative enough so that there was finally unanimous agreement even among the most skeptical students.

For example, concerning Micah 5:2, where it states Jesus would be born in Bethlehem Ephrathah, they concluded that the chance of one man being born in Bethlehem was one in 300,000.

After examining only eight different prophecies, they conservatively estimated that the chance of one man fulfilling all eight prophecies was one in $10^{17}$. The number $10^{17}$ is a figure with 17 zeros!

But, of course, there are many more than eight prophecies. In another calculation, the professor used 48 prophecies, and arrived at the incredible number $10^{157}$. $10^{157}$ contains 157 zeros!! This is the result from considering a mere 48 prophecies. According to mathematicians, once one goes past one chance in $10^{50}$, the probabilities are so small that it is impossible to think that they will ever occur.

The professor concludes, ‘Any man who rejects Christ as the Son of God is rejecting a fact, proved perhaps more absolutely than any other fact in the world.’ God so thoroughly vindicated Jesus Christ that even mathematicians and statisticians, who were without faith, had to acknowledge that it is scientifically impossible to deny that Jesus is the Christ.

TIME & TALENT AUCTION - PLEDGE FORMS AND HAMPER

If you have not yet returned your Time & Talent Auction Pledge Forms... PLEASE can you do this as soon as possible! Remember any donations are very much appreciated! If you have any questions or are unsure of something please see Carla Payne or phone Michele Colledge 0419 327 056.

The Primary captains are putting together some food hampers. They are seeking any tinned or packeted foods that can be donated. Your cooperation in this matter is greatly appreciated! :-)

Look at all of this action! Here we have Toben with his beautiful art creation, The preps during free play drama, and Mrs Marks' students with their new chair/tables!!
KINDER

Student of the Week
Torben de Boer - For the most beautiful Autumn painting and collage.

PREP

Student of the Week
Saxzen Diston - For a huge improvement in his handwriting.

GRADE 1&2

Student of the Week
Jacob Scrimgeour - For consistently having neat work.

GRADE 3&4

Student of the Week
Ethan Martin - For his smiley presence in our classroom.

GRADE 5&6

Student of the Week
G5: Rita Omari - For always working quietly without disturbing others.
G6: Bayden Rogers - For working quietly and carefully while making a beautiful nesting bird out of modelling clay.

GRADE 7

Student of the Week
Brodie Larcombe - For getting his work done.

GRADE 8

Student of the Week
Tammen Westlake - For having great attitude towards his work.

GRADE 9&10

Student of the Week
Bonnie Milburn - For giving her best in all areas!! Go Bonnie!

GRADE 11&12

Student of the Week
Bailey Palmer - For being a god representative with our visitors from Leighlands.
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GRADE 5/6

Here are some of the 5/6 boys munching on the class carrots during ‘fruit & veg break.’ This is an important part of being a Move Well, Eat Well School.

NEW KITCHEN…

Oooohh! We have a sneak-peek of our new kitchen - fitted out with our prize winning SMEG appliances. We know we are going to have a fun time down here with the SAKG Program. Everyone has been working extremely hard to get it finished so we hope to be using it soon. We will keep you posted when canteen is back up and running!

HAS YOUR CHILD BEEN TO THE TOILET BEFORE SCHOOL?

Parents, please ensure to remind your little ones to make a trip to the toilet before getting on the bus in the morning. We have had a few reports that this is not happening and students are needing to wait until they get to school which is causing distress.

MOVE WELL! EAT WELL!!

Sugar - are you addicted?
Did you know?!
- Nutrition Australia has removed sugar entirely from its new food pyramid.
- The average Australian consumes 30 teaspoons of sugar a day!!
  - Sugar has been found to be more addictive than cocaine.
  - The consumption of sugar is increasing faster than the world's population.
- There are over eight teaspoons of sugar in just one 330ml bottle of Coca-Cola.
- The WHO guidelines recommend we limit sugar intake to six teaspoons of sugar a day for females and nine for males.